Our Flagship Interventions

Industry Immersion

Increasingly, it is becoming very important for students to understand the larger eco-system and context, in which a particular Industry/ a company is successfully operating.

We hence conduct Industry immersion sessions for all our first-year students, in the first month of the Student Induction Program.

Industry immersions have been conducted in virtual and face to face models.

Immersion experiences have been provided for students, in the spaces of Consulting, Professional Services, BFSI, Supply Chain, Media, Manufacturing sites etc.

At these sessions, senior and Top-level Managers address the students and take their questions as well.

The Global Citizen Leadership (GCL)

Commenced in 2012, fosters developing leadership and entrepreneurship mind-set amongst students. This is delivered by Student Teams, along with Faculty Mentors, working on live problem/challenge statements from Business, Social & contemporary issues. Teams have to embed Technology & Sustainability, while designing solutions. (More than 5000 Projects have been completed, over the last decade)

Summer Internship Program and Summer Internship Research Project (SIRP)

While all our students undergo a 8 weeks full time Summer Internship Program, the School has also ensured that the students pursue (in parallel) a Summer Internship Research Project (SIRP), which provides a competitive advantage for our students.

Assessment Centre & Development Centre (AC-DC)

WeSchool advocates that our students should be trained towards industry readiness requirements of the corporate world. One such intervention is the Assessment Centre & Development Centre (AC-DC).

With the increasing role of Technology in all walks of teaching and training, We School has migrated the AC-DC process from paper and pencil to a 100 % virtual platform, since the last two years. For AC-DC, We School has partnered with the reputed Aspiring Minds Company (now part of the globally reputed SHL). SHL’s Aspiring Minds Adaptive Test (AMCAT) platform is certified by British Psychological Society BPS & European Federation of Psychologists Association (EFPA) for assessing industry readiness.